Customer Feedback For

Jim’s FRE™
“Jim’s FRE has been a key factor in keeping Dove sound and injection free. I
have not had to inject her since we started feeding the ABC regimen. Before, like
most barrel racers, I was injecting hocks and feet almost every 6-8 months. Dove
is 16 this year, and I have noticed that if she doesn’t receive her Jim’s FRE, she
will get stiff and start showing some signs
of arthritis and lameness from the
original feet issues. I am religious about
Jim’s FRE. If we haul somewhere and
she is going to be standing on concrete,
I will give extra Jim’s FRE. This has
also allowed me to not have to pack her
feet, or use soft ride boots to protect her
from soreness of hard surfaces. Dove is
actually barefoot, which is something I
was told would be impossible to do, due
to the angle of her palmar angles. I have also been able to completely eliminate
bute, banamine, and previcox from my med box. I do not give any pain
medications what so ever.”
- Ashley
“Thank goodness for Jim’s FRE! I only used it for a couple days with the horse
I actually purchased it for, but we had an interesting few days here. At the end of
last week, we had a crazy storm come through with a lot of high winds and hail.
When the hail front came rolling in and hit the metal roof, it spooked the horses
and two of them hit their heads HARD on the barn. I immediately gave them
Jim’s FRE and called the vet who was concerned about brain injury in one and
broken bones in the other. It was 14 hours before they could be seen by the vet,
and if you know anything about brain injury, the first 12-24 hours are crucial. We
were able to keep the inflammation under control until the vet could administer a
brain-specific anti-inflammatory, and there were no broken bones! They are both
sore but recovering well thanks to your wonderful product! Thank you!”
- Ginger
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One customer’s observations after 4 days giving Jim’s FRE:
“It’s only been 4 days since I started Jack on the FRE, but I think I’m starting
to see changes. Hind leg pastern joints and up the lower legs look and feel
‘tighter.’ They used to be a little puffy, not bad swelling but puffy. Also he
cantered up for his breakfast today. I’m going to try to trim hooves today. It
will be interesting to see if he can stand better.”
After 3 weeks:
“I think it has helped quite a bit. Chronic inflammation/puffiness in lower hind
legs is gone. He is moving better, too. The lumpy, hard groin muscles are a
bit better, too ... I am pretty sure it really is what helped because I stopped
using the liniment just to isolate the impact of the FRE … I forgot to mention
I worked on his feet twice this past week, and it was not much of an ordeal.
I did need to stop and come back to it, but nowhere near as frustrating.”
“I wanted to write to say how much I appreciated the suggestion of using the
ABC product Jim’s FRE for Cisco. Cisco as you know has navicular cysts and
has had a recent flair up of inflammation. Also, because he has digestive issues as
well, a discussion between myself, Cisco’s farrier, and others led me to make a
decision to try to get him off the pain drug he has been taking for years.
I started to use the FRE product a couple of weeks ago and have noticed a
huge improvement in Cisco’s behavior, his eyes are softer, and his movement has
improved. All these things tell me that Cisco is feeling good! I feel this product
has helped Cisco to live without a lot of pain. He is off the pain medicine all
together and seems to be happy in his body.”
- Rindy

Jim’s FRE™

Natural Inflammatory Relief Supplement For All Classes of Horses
Jim's FRE™ is appropriate for use in horses with
leg, joint, tendon, and ligament injuries, and ongoing
soundness issues.
Directions: Feed 1 ounce (30 ml) two times per day
for the first 7 days. Thereafter, feed 1/2 ounce two
times daily until symptoms subside.
Jim’s FRE™ - 1 Gallon Bottle - Item no. A340
Jim’s FRE™ - 16 oz. Bottle - Item no. A341
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